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Quickly identifying the presence of bacteria has both health and economic benefits. A new, quick, and
reliable method is to use an electronic nose. Data is unintuitive, difficult to interpret and has high
redundancy. Is it possible to use deep learning methods to eliminate the need for hand-designed features?

Introduction

Human blood
NST 3220
22 sensors
300 sec per sample
800 samples total

This project aims to use an electronic nose in order to
discriminate between different type of bacteria that is
typically found in blood and can lead to blood poisoning
(sepsis). 10 different bacteria was individually put in human
blood and agar solution. Each sample was smelled by two
electronic nose systems for a duration of days resulting in
two big data sets. Number of sensors and sample length
differed between the two systems.

Pasteurella
multocida
Klebsiella
oxytoca

Agar solution
Cyranose 320
32 sensors
100 sec per sample
740 samples total
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Electronic nose data represents multivariate timeseries from chemical gas sensors exposed to a gas.
Normalization was done by subtracting each sensor signal
with the baseline value and dividing by maximum value.
Data was divided into 80% training, 10% validation, and
10% testing.

Method

2-layer DBN

Raw sensor data was used in both a DBN and a cRBM
architecture with 1 and 2 layers. A full window input and a
20 sample moving average window was used.
Classification was done by attaching one set of softmax
units to the top hidden layer units. The same set of softmax
units where used for all window positions.

2-layer cRBM (model order 2-1)
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Results
A DBN with a 20 sample moving average window
outperformed a feature-based approach on the bacteria in
blood data set. A cRBM outperformed a feature-based
approach on the bacteria in agar data set. A smaller
window width for DBN and model order for cRBM gave
better results than a full sample window or higher model
order. Adding a second layer gave same or better results.
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